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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BSC-21P, a top-of-the-line 47.5mm Large Scraper Blade engineered to conquerNT Cutter BSC-21P, a top-of-the-line 47.5mm Large Scraper Blade engineered to conquer
tough scraping tasks with ease. This rust-resistant scraper blade is a true workhorse,tough scraping tasks with ease. This rust-resistant scraper blade is a true workhorse,
designed for durability and precision.designed for durability and precision.

Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, the BSC-21P boasts a single-edged blade with aCrafted with meticulous attention to detail, the BSC-21P boasts a single-edged blade with a
thickness of 1.00mm, ensuring optimal performance and longevity. The 47.5mm blade lengththickness of 1.00mm, ensuring optimal performance and longevity. The 47.5mm blade length
and 60mm width strike the perfect balance between coverage and manoeuvrability, allowingand 60mm width strike the perfect balance between coverage and manoeuvrability, allowing
you to tackle large surfaces efficiently.you to tackle large surfaces efficiently.
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SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 47.5mmBlade Length: 47.5mm
Blade Width: 60mmBlade Width: 60mm
Blade Thickness: 1.00mmBlade Thickness: 1.00mm
Blade angle: 45 DegreeBlade angle: 45 Degree
Blade Colour: SilverBlade Colour: Silver

The blade's 45-degree angle enhances its scraping prowess, providing optimal contact withThe blade's 45-degree angle enhances its scraping prowess, providing optimal contact with
the surface for effective removal of debris, paint, stickers, and more. Its silver color adds athe surface for effective removal of debris, paint, stickers, and more. Its silver color adds a
touch of sophistication to the tool, distinguishing it as a premium choice for professionals andtouch of sophistication to the tool, distinguishing it as a premium choice for professionals and
hobbyists alike.hobbyists alike.

Each pack contains 2 scraper blades, ensuring you have a spare at your disposal whenEach pack contains 2 scraper blades, ensuring you have a spare at your disposal when
needed. Designed as a compatible replacement blade for the SC-1P, SC-2P, and SC-5Pneeded. Designed as a compatible replacement blade for the SC-1P, SC-2P, and SC-5P
models, the BSC-21P offers a seamless transition and guarantees a precise fit.models, the BSC-21P offers a seamless transition and guarantees a precise fit.

Packaged 2 BladesPackaged 2 Blades

Replacement blade for : Replacement blade for : SC-1P, SC-2P, SC-5PSC-1P, SC-2P, SC-5P
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